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What is a technical 
practice?



Technical practice:

A practice that is specific 
to software projects and that 
is not applicable to other 
kind of projects

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-91602-6_10



Mainstream

vs.

State of the Art



XP Practices, extracted from the book Extreme Programming Explained: Embrace Change



@inicopaez



DevOpsContinuous Delivery

Infrastructure as Code

Continuous Integration
Trunk-BaseD
DevelopmentVersionado



DevOps
DevOps is a set of practices intended to 
reduce the time between committing a change 
to a system and the change being placed 
into normal production while ensuring high 
quality.

Len Bass, SEI-CMU

https://www.amazon.com/DevOps-Software-Architects-Perspective-Engineering/dp/0134049845



DevOpsContinuous Delivery

Infrastructure as Code

Software engineering approach in which teams produce software in 
short cycles, ensuring that the software can be reliably released at 
any time and, following a pipeline through a "production-like 
environment", without doing so manually



Continuous Delivery

vs.

Continuous Deployment

https://gitlab.com/nicopaez/jobvacancy/-/pipelines/931857712
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DevOps
Continuous Delivery

Continuous Integration

Software development practice where 
members of a team integrate their 
work at least daily - leading to 
multiple integrations per day. Each 
integration is verified by an 
automated build (including test) to 
detect integration errors as 
quickly as possible.
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Versionado y desarrollo en paralelo

feature branches vs trunk-based



Feature-branches, merge-request

main

story/1

story/2

Merge-request / 
Code Review

Merge-request / 
Code Review



Trunk-based Development

main



Trunk-based Development

Small Increments / Releases

Test-Automation

Pair/Mob Programming

Feature Toggles



Trunk-based Development

Small Increments / Releases

Test-Automation

Pair/Mob Programming

Feature Toggles

Decouple Release and Deploy

A/B Testing

Testing in Production

Canary Releases

Continuous Delivery



https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/854064



Feature Toggles
(showtime!)
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Meet the JobVacancy

https://jobvacancy.com.ar/



Practice:
Specification By 

Example



Fin

Nicolás Paez
nicopaez@ieee.org

@inicopaez
blog.nicopaez.com





29a697c32fcaabcc25649103a0239c7d2bc5dc63 => scenarios

315cd52e9a785d8d1b5c2d7ccc3918f99cf92c64 => steps


